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      2011 at a glance... 

Fiscal Summary 

FY 2011 City Budget = $379,217,893 

FY 2011City General Fund = $112,377,694 

FY 2011 GRFD Adopted Budget = $29,543,683 

 

Personnel Summary 

235 = Total Authorized Strength (total staff) 

213 = Operations Division Personnel (90.7%) 

13 = Administrative/Training Personnel (5.5%) 

9 = Prevention Bureau Personnel (3.8%) 

 

Emergency Operations Summary 

27,805 = Apparatus Responses 

21,453 = Emergency Incidents (All Types) 

13,672 = Emergency Medical Service Incidents 

2,318 = Fires and Fire Alarms 

648 = Fires Extinguished 

88.10% = Property Saved Rate 

$66,188,953.72  = Property Saved Value 

11.90% = Property Lost Rate 

$8,940,997.92 = Property Lost Value 

28 = Civilian Injuries 

5 = Civilian Deaths 

59 = Firefighter Injuries 

0 = Firefighter Deaths 
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The Grand Rapids Fire Department 

Mission -  Vision - Value Statement  

 GRFD will provide the highest level of service to our                             

community through a commitment to excellence 

 

The GRFD strives to be an accredited national fire service leader that 

aligns with community needs and provides a secure work environment for 

its members. This is accomplished by diverse partnerships, increased 

adaptability, fluid communication, complete transparency and a              

preventative mindset towards all endeavors.  

 

 

GRFD is committed to doing what is right through: 

 

Honesty   Integrity   Loyalty 

 

Teamwork  Excellence 

 

Mission  

Vision  

Value Statement  
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GRFD - Fire Chief Laura Knapp 

Lean, Efficient, Sustainable, Collaborative 

People don’t usually associate the above words with a fire department, however 
the 2011 Annual Report will highlight how the Grand Rapids Fire Department is 
leading and transforming the fire service by aligning with those attributes. Once 
again, the rate of change has increased and many positive outcomes were 
achieved over the past year with the help of the first ever department strategic 
plan.  

Through the award of a second SAFER grant, we were able to hire 13          
personnel, bringing our  current Total Authorized Strength to 235 personnel and 
increasing our response goal compliance. Unfortunately, even with our          

increased staffing levels, the city experienced five fire related deaths despite our suppression 
crew’s most valiant efforts.  

We have taken these losses to heart and have started planning for a prevention paradigm shift 
that will commence in 2012. Work has started in earnest to prevent fires before they occur, as    
evidenced by our live fire sprinkler demonstration which occurred at the 2011 Fire Rescue Expo in 
downtown Grand Rapids. This event celebrated the LaGrave Fire Station’s 100

th
 anniversary and 

led to the sprinkling of two newly constructed Habitat for Humanity homes.  

The GRFD received an Insurance Services Office (ISO) site visit this summer, the first in over 16 
years. We currently have a 3/10 split rating and had room for improvement in terms of         
recordkeeping. Many hours of hard work were put in by all of our members to ensure the        
evaluation was as successful as possible. A key component of this grading visit was our newly  
implemented Firehouse software and the ability to query massive amounts of records and dissect 
the data in various formats. We expect a positive outcome and notification early next year.  

As part of the transformation process, we have researched several fire suppression tactics and 
evaluated their potential use within our organization. One limiting factor in looking at new methods 
concerning fire suppression is our lack of a live fire facility. To overcome this potential problem, 
we constructed a temporary live fire structure, tested several products/tactics and ran the entire 
department through live fire training for the first time in our department’s history. Other           
transformational efforts this past year include Kent County Emergency Medical System           
evaluation and a consolidation model with Kentwood and Wyoming Fire Departments.  

Looking forward to 2012, I can foresee many changes on the horizon, but know the proud men 
and women of the GRFD are up for the challenge. We have looked the economic downturn 
squarely in the face and have decided to adapt and overcome, no matter the situation. I am     
honored to lead an organization of this caliber and truly value the varied talents of our workforce 
and the diverse community that we serve.  
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2011 Organizational Chart 
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2011 Jurisdictional Map 
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Administration 

Strategic Planning - Human Resources - Fiscal Services - I.T. - Maintenance 

Strategic Planning Office (SPO)       

2011 for the SPO was full of tight deadlines, high profile documents, large scale projects,           
numerous public presentations and staying true to the root focus of the office.....data analyzation. 
Through professional development, mentoring and research, the SPO has shifted the way it looks 
at typical problems; focusing on the projected outcomes that a countermeasure will possibly      
produce based on extensive analysis. The major items addressed this past year are found below 
and align with an outcome focused process.                                                                                               

 

In January, the SPO had LEAN—A3 training hosted by 
the City. This introduced the creation and utilization of an 
A3 to solve a particular problem. Although detail           
intensive, by the time a final product is reached, it can 
proceed with a high level of certainty that a root cause 
has been identified and analyzed to allow for proposed 
solutions. In the fall of the year, the SPO worked         

extensively on a Quick Response Vehicle A3 and is scheduled to present to the transformation  
investment team for budgetary approval during the first quarter of 2012.  

The SPO conducted a large amount of work pertaining 
to becoming an accredited agency during 2011, but 
has extended the deadline to submit GRFD’s          
documents until 2012 based on the transformational 
demands and the numerous organizational changes 
occurring. Members of this office were selected to become mentors for other 
agencies attempting the accreditation process due to successful peer reviews and 

requisite knowledge of the process. The SPO successfully mentored The Villages Public  Safety 
Department in The Villages, Florida to Accredited status during 2011 and conducted two site visits; 
one in Rockford, Illinois and the other in Houston, Texas, which is the largest accredited agency in 
the country.  

Under the purview of transformation and aligning with the 
GRFD Strategic Plan, the SPO coordinated live fire testing 
of two operational technologies new to our department; 
Compressed Air Foam Systems (CAFS) and Positive      
Pressure Attack (PPA). With the assistance of surrounding 
communities, the Waterous Company and the Grand Rapids 
Division of the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, Firearms and Explosives (ATF)     
several days of testing were conducted which recorded photo’s, video’s 

and temperatures to help make a decision if these technologies were an avenue to pursue. This 
resulted in the GRFD adopting PPA, purchasing 17 high-volume blowers and pursuing a CAFS  
pilot program on an alternative vehicle through transformational funds. Most notably, the entire 
GRFD conducted live fire training for the first time in department history.  

Input Outcome 
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The SPO continued its work leading the 
cities of Grand Rapids, Kentwood and  
Wyoming through partnership discussions 
in early 2011, and then it was up to the city 
leaders to make a  decision on allocating 
more resources towards this endeavor. It was decided to hire a third party   
consultant to verify and validate the work of the planning office and further 
evaluate the feasibility of a consolidated fire model. ICMA assembled needed 

data and conducted on site interviews in late 2011 and will continue their work into early 2012. The 
final report is scheduled to be released during the 2

nd
 quarter of 2012.  

The GRFD experienced the largest demand in history for 
emergency medical incidents during 2011 and identified that 
a complete analysis of the entire EMS system should be  
conducted. The SPO, FF Rich Morningstar and City GIS   
Administrator Joe Bennet assisted the Executive Director of 
KCEMS with data collection and mapping which led to a 
completed Kent County EMS evaluation in November.  

The GRFD had not undergone an onsite Insurance Services Office, Inc. (ISO) visit since 1996 and 
was contacted in February to schedule an evaluation for late summer. The SPO worked closely with 
the City of Grand Rapids Dispatch Center and Water Department, as well as the GRFD Training   
Division, GRFD Apparatus/Facility Division to compile all required documentation in the appropriate 

formats. Being the 2
nd

 largest city in Michigan, 
the site visit was scheduled for two weeks in 
length. Upon the ISO evaluator’s arrival, there 
were several large binders and a host of        
interviews scheduled with city personnel. This 
preparation led to the evaluator on-site being 
reduced to only three and a half days. The 

GRFD is expecting a positive outcome of remaining a Public Protection 
Class (PPC) 3 organization when the score is delivered during the 1

st
 quarter of 2012. The City of 

Grand Rapids citizens currently receive some of the best       
insurance rates within the state, and for this to continue it is 
necessary for a positive outcome from the site visit.  

The GRFD pursued interns at local colleges 
and universities to potentially receive        
assistance for many administrative functions. 
The SPO conducted interviews and selected 
two students to assist in the planning office. 
One is an undergrad student at ITT Tech, 
who assisted with mapping and data. 

 A Davenport University MBA student’s help has been invaluable throughout 2011, 
assisting with major planning projects and technology changes. Based on        

feedback from our personnel, the SPO also worked 
with Davenport to develop and deliver a Fire Service 
Leadership Academy for department officers.  

 

Input Outcome 
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As one would imagine, a major function of the SPO is to      
facilitate long term positive change through planning.          
Although work started in 2010, it wasn’t until summer of 2011 
when the 1

st
 published GRFD Strategic Plan was complete. 

The short length of the plan was deliberate, containing only 
the most relevant and pointed directions for the organization, 
so focus was on the anticipated outcomes. Stemming from 
this was another first for the GRFD; the SPO started the      
operational planning process soon after and has identified 46 
functional programs within the department. The Operational 
Plan will include projects, outcomes and budgetary              
requirements which are expected to be completed during the    
first half of 2012.  

When conducting live fire testing during the summer, there was an enormous 
amount of research and planning towards CAFS technology. This work earned 
the SPO an invitation to a Fire Protection 
Research Foundation workshop in             
December to evaluate the “Capabilities and 
Limitations of CAFS for Structural             
Firefighting”. It was enlightening to sit 
among national organizations, such as 
NFPA, NIST, IAFF and IAFC. There were many fire organizations that had    
successful and unsuccessful implementations of CAFS. The networking,        
interaction and knowledge gained at the workshop was invaluable and led to  

final Quick Response Vehicle (QRV) specifications with a user friendly and Intuitive CAFS system.  

2012 goals are to continue working towards departmental transformation by submittal of several 
A3’s to secure funds that allow operational and administrative changes to take place. The SPO will 
complete the required Accreditation paperwork to receive this status recognition in 2013. Establish a 
formal marketing presence to ensure a positive department image. Ensuring quarterly live fire     
training for the operations division and updating the strategic and operational plans. Finally, refining 
the technological enhancements of a new Computer Aided Dispatch system, Records Management 
System and FireView (GIS) Dashboard products.  

Human Resources 

The GRFD hired 13 firefighters in 2011, with these positions  
made possible due to a 2010 FEMA SAFER grant. The newly 
hired firefighters all possessed Firefighter I and II certification, as 
well as a medical first responder license. These certifications    
allowed for an accelerated academy; each recruit received six 
weeks of orientation before being assigned to fire companies as probationary firefighters.  

Three promotions occurred in 2011, including a Training Captain and two Strategic Planning           
Officers.  A single retirement occurred in 2011, which was Lt. Steve Whip after 26 years of service.  

The total authorized strength of the fire department was 235 in 2011. There are currently 22           
authorized staff positions assigned to Fire Administration and the Training Division. The remainder 
of the organizations authorized strength, 213 personnel, is assigned to the Operations Division.  

Input Outcome 
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Fiscal Services 

The City and thus GRFD operates on a fiscal calendar that runs from July 1
st
 

to June 30
th
. Calendar year 2011 is a combination of the second half of Fiscal 

Year 2011 (FY11) and the first half of Fiscal Year 2012 (FY12). For the past 23 
years the City of Grand Rapids has received the Distinguished Budget    
Presentation Award and the GRFD is excited to provide the requested          
departmental budget information to assist in that achievement.  

FY11 began in July 2010 with an adopted budget of $26,680,204 in expenses and $1,009,007 in 
revenue. FY11 ended June 30, 2011, with an actual general fund expenditure totaling $27,002,429.   

FY12 began with an adopted proposed budget of $29,543,683, which includes $714,000 for capitol 
improvement, and estimated revenue of $1,693,186. December 2011 closed 
with approximately 55.3% of the amended budget remaining or approximately 
$17.53 million accessible for the second half of FY12.  

During Calendar year 2011, GRFD was awarded three grants totaling 
$2,083,115 in projects/personnel costs, including the 2010 SAFER grant in 
the amount of $2,051,133 for 13 firefighter positions. 
 

Information Technology 
 

2011 brought about many major infrastructure changes to the IT              
requirements for the GRFD. We started off the year with an upgrade to 
SharePoint 2010, enhancing the usability of our Fire Portal and making     
documents easier to locate on the vast network. It also provided the           
organization with more options, web parts and flexibility in regards to data 
organization and the frequently viewed announcement page.  

Through collaboration with Kronos (formerly Principle Decision Systems International) we upgraded 
our TeleStaff product to include web functionality as well. This has enabled our membership to  

manage their work status from anywhere an internet connection is available, 
even a smartphone!   

A new Record Management System (RMS) was introduced to our               
organization this year in the form of Firehouse Software. As the informational 
needs of the department are expanding, it was imperative that an easily    
customizable and flexible platform was introduced. Firehouse  software has 
allowed us to build customized reports and manage our assets in a much 

greater  level of detail than previously imagined. The first Firehouse 
modules utilized were inspections, occupancy and inventory.  
Eventually this RMS system will link to our Computer Aided        
Dispatch system when it goes live, but the date for that has been adjusted to fall of 2012.  

The entire fleet has been utilizing Verizon 3G cards for their mobile data terminals for a 
little over a year, but upgrades are already starting to take place. Verizon has upgraded 
their cellular network in our area to handle the new 4G devices, so testing has             
commenced to evaluate if this device will enhance our abilities.  
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In the continuing effort to maximize efficiency and minimize monetary inputs, fire prevention saw 
three computers upgraded to a mobile office solution which grants them access to all of their        
information and documents in the field. When they return to the office they simply place the solid 
state, hard drive laptop into the docking station for a desktop solution. The rest of the bureau will 
be switching over to these style computers as replacements are needed and may permeate the 
rest of administration if the feedback continues to be positive.  

Finally, many station upgrades took place during 2011 as they constitute a 
large demand of resources to maintain 11 stations with several work        
stations at each location. Many computers were upgraded and warranty  
issues handled. Webcams were installed to utilize LiveMeeting between 
the battalion chiefs and company officers and finally the last of the cathode 
ray tube monitors was exchanged for a 24 inch flat panel screen, which         
coincides with video conferencing utilization. As the technology needs of 

the department continue to increase, so must the technology platform to support it, with 2012     
expected to bring a wide array of challenges and opportunities to improve IT services in GRFD. 

Maintenance 

The Maintenance Division of the GRFD is responsible for the maintenance and repairs of over 60 
vehicles and 11 Fire Stations. The Fire Department fleet consists of a variety of vehicles to         
respond to a full spectrum of incidents in the city. The majority of these alarms are responded to by 
pumpers, medical squads, rescue engines, quints, and command vehicles. The fleet also contains 
specialized equipment to handle certain situations; with these units ranging in size from tractor 
trailers for Hazardous Materials (Hazmat) responses, to boats for river rescue operations. 

As with the rest of the organization, a large amount of time this past year has been spent planning; 
for transformation, budgeting and aligning with the city’s sustainability plan. We have researched 
apparatus refurbishment to extend the useful life and increase the safety of our large vehicles, 
looked at utilization of smaller vehicles and chassis for certain situations (QRV’s) and tried to       
integrate green technology whenever possible.  

A new Zodiac rescue boat 
was added this past year 
to replace an older, single 
purpose water rescue 
boat. The new  Zodiac is 
a multi-purpose platform 
that fills a variety of roles 
in the GRFD’s river      
rescue program and was 
purchased with Grant 
funding to help us meet 
the economic demands of 
our fleet maintenance 
program. Alternative     
funding was also used to 
complete the apparatus 
chevron striping project 
which was started in 
2011.  
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A unique vehicle was added to GRFD’s fleet in 2011. Utility 2 was designed to protect the safety of 
emergency responders and motorists while deployed on high speed roadways. It consists of a 
dump truck and a towed attenuator. The attenuator is a trailer that is designed to absorb the        
energy of an accident to help protect those involved. The vehicle itself was secured at no cost to 
the department, and the attenuator is being leased in a collaborative effort between the GRFD, 
Kent County Road Commission and the Michigan Department of Transportation. This collaborative 
effort has gathered attention by the media and Fire Departments across the nation. It was recently 
referenced in a NIOSH report, which can be found at http://www.cdc.gov/niosh/fire/reports/face201036.html 

and also received a 2011 award from the Governor’s Traffic Safety Advisory Commission.  

A variety of projects were completed in 2011 to improve GRFD facilities. Offices spaces at several 
stations were upgraded to modern office layouts using donated office equipment that can           
accommodate our current technology needs. Lighting upgrades were installed at the Covell,   
Leonard and Kalamazoo Stations with the help of a rebate program and are expected to save over 
$3,000 annually in energy cost. Plans are underway to outfit the remaining stations in the coming 
year. 2012 has a major project planned with a positive environmental impact; geothermal heating 
and cooling systems will be installed in the Kalamazoo and Leonard Stations with funding from the 
Department of Energy. Finally, the specification, building, delivery and training on quick response 
vehicle’s will take place which aligns with City and Departmental transformation.  

  

http://www.cdc.gov/niosh/fire/reports/face201036.html
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Fire Prevention Bureau - Deputy Chief Gary Szotko 

Inspections - Plan Review - Education - Events - Investigations - Emergency Mgmt. 

The Fire Prevention Bureau (FPB) in 2011 provided code enforcement, fire                
investigation, plan review, hazardous materials planning and fire education for 
the public. Despite many challenges that occurred throughout the year in this 
fast paced and dynamic work environment, the bureau utilized hard work,             
determination and creativity to protect the safety and well-being of all who visit, 
work, and reside in Grand Rapids. 

Highlights for the FPB this year include the integration of Firehouse software for 
documenting inspections and billing; many safe and successful large          
community-wide events in the support of the Arts; including ArtPrize and 
Laughfest for cancer awareness. Other changes included the re-funding of the 

Hazardous Materials Planner position, a renewed effort to public education in the elementary 
schools by the fire suppression companies which encompassed the entire academic school year  
and the commitment from Habitat for Humanity to install residential sprinkler systems in future 
homes that they build.  

As we move forward in 2012, there will continue to be changes, new demands, and higher          
expectations placed upon each member of the FPB. Transformation, both operationally and       
fiscally, will be at the forefront of our efforts. With the help of the SPO, the FPB will make             
information led decisions and focus on future initiatives to ultimately reduce community risk, for   
citizens and firefighters. The dedicated staff of FPB will rise to the occasion with the utmost skill 
and professionalism, creatively utilizing all of the available resources in the quest to provide a     
fire-safe community. 
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Fire Inspections 

One of the major tasks of the FPB is to prevent and manage fire loss through the 
inspection of existing buildings and newly constructed structures. A fire              
inspection gives Fire Inspectors the  ability to identify and remedy hazards that 
have the potential to start a fire, as well as identify  methods to reduce damage if 
a fire were to occur.   

The safest, most efficient way to stop the loss from fire is to prevent the fire from 
occurring. All commercial buildings in the City fall under the International Fire Code 2006 edition 
which is largely designed to prevent fires from occurring.   

To manage the inspections of commercial buildings, the FPB has divided 
the city into four inspection districts—North, Central, South, and West. The 
inspection districts are based on GRFD station response districts and each 
of the inspection districts are assigned one Fire Inspector, with the          
exception of the central district which has two Fire Inspectors due to the 
large demand.   

The FPB conducted 1,530 inspection activities with 928 of those            
inspections in high risk existing buildings. Nearly 43% of all existing     
building inspections found fire hazards and code violations that required  
re-inspections. The majority of existing building inspections occurred in     
assemblies (restaurants/nightclubs), business occupancies (office and   
retail), factories, and multi-family residential structures. Businesses        
accounted for the largest piece of        

existing building inspections, at approximately 33% of the        
existing building inspections—mostly due to the large number of 
business and retail space in the City. Fire Inspectors also        
allocated a significant amount of inspection time to factories this 
past year, due to the hazardous processes often associated with 
them. Several of the factories inspected were sites that contain 
large quantities of hazardous materials, known as SARA Title III 
sites. 

Next to preventing a fire from occurring, the best way to limit the damage from fire is to engineer 
building features that either stop the spread of fires or automatically suppress fire. During the      
construction process, Fire Inspectors evaluate and inspect the engineered fire protection features, 
such as automatic fire sprinkler and fire alarm systems, so that a fire is controlled and limited       
before the firefighters arrive on-scene. These built-in features directly reduce the risk to life       
safety and are often the first line of defense in managing fire loss. The FPB continued to work 
closely with the Building, Electrical, and Mechanical departments, private contractors, and fire   
protection designers to complete the construction process of newly built or remodeled building. In 
2011, the FPB conducted 637 inspections in new construction projects with approximately 19% of 
inspections having violations needing re-inspection. 

In addition to inspecting fire protection systems, the FPB became involved 
in a research project that tested the use of fire protection equipment to    
reduce kitchen fires. The research included multiple live fire burns in a fire 
lab to gather quantitative data. The project was created by the FPB to   
gather evidence for a grant proposal that was aimed at reducing fire loss in 
high-risk areas. 
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Another unique project that occurred over the summer months was the           
inspection and flow testing of numerous fire hydrants across the City. The FPB 
worked with the Water Department to gather information on the operation and 
water supply of the fire hydrants. This information was provided to the ISO    
evaluator for the GRFD on-site evaluation, as water availability is an extremely 
important priority to mitigate fire risks. 

Lastly, the implementation of Firehouse software, continued throughout the 
year. The FPB was  responsible for the implementation of the Occupancy and Inspection modules 
that track inspection activities. Both modules went live on July 1, including an interface with the 
Treasurer’s office to streamline billable activities. The reporting capabilities of Firehouse allow    
inspectors to easily track specific building data that directly affects the GRFD, as well as historic 
inspection data and open cases.  

Plan Review 

The FPB personnel provide a variety of services that can be       
gathered under the functional umbrella called “plan review.”         
Specifically, personnel perform automatic sprinkler and fire alarm  
installation plan reviews, site plan reviews, street repair and rebuild 
plan review for fire department access and fire hydrant placement, 
design team participation, pre-construction meetings with and code 
research for design professionals, builders, and contractors, and  
consultation with other City Departments with regard to Fire Code issues.   

Fire Inspectors are required to become NFPA-certified to the Certified Fire Inspector
-II (CFI-II) and Certified Plans Examiner (CPE) levels. Additionally, one Fire          
Inspector is currently one of approximately 2,100 NFPA-Certified Fire Protection 
Specialists (CFPS) in the United States. Fire inspectors were also involved in      
personal development in the area of continuing education for approximately 490 
hours in 2011. 

The FPB partners with the City’s Building, Electrical, and Mechanical Departments to provide   
technical expertise with regard to the requirements of the International Fire Code as it relates to 
building construction, renovation, and remodeling.  

A similar venue is found in the City’s Design Team process. Members from all city departments 
concerned with planning, streets, utility infrastructure, building, parks, etc. make themselves       
available on a regular basis to provide guidance to design professionals who are planning building 
and development projects in the City.  

The FPB also provides technical expertise to building and trades  
inspectors, builders, contractors, architects, and engineers who  
contact the Fire Inspectors for answers to specific code questions. 
The inspectors responsible for plans review logged more than 60 
hours of code research on subjects ranging among fire protection 
systems and installation requirements; rules for safe storage and 
handling of hazardous materials such as anhydrous ammonia,    
combustible dusts, cryogenic materials, flammable and combustible 
liquids and gases, hydrogen, and natural gas; to fire protection water 
supply issues, among others.  

The FPB also reviewed installation plans for approximately 231 automatic sprinkler and fire alarm 
systems to ensure compliance of fire protection systems with relevant Building and Fire Codes as 
well as NFPA Standards. These reviews are conducted with regard to the issuance of mechanical 
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and electrical permits for fire protection equipment installation. These reviews accounted for more 
than 186 personnel-hours in 2011. 

The FPB reviews plans for street construction and refurbishment 
to ensure that problems with GRFD apparatus access and fire 
suppression water supplies are addressed before construction 
begins. In 2011, more than 33 street projects were reviewed 
with regard to access issues. 

Lastly, Fire Inspectors review building site plans for utility (water 
supply) issues and fire department access issues, and            
architectural plans for egress, occupant load, and fire safety issues to assist the Building            
Department plan reviewers in providing the level of plan review expertise the City is justly known 
for.   

In conclusion, plan review services provided by FPB personnel are an integral part of the City’s 
justly renowned building plan review and development planning processes, as well as ensuring the 
highest level of Fire Code compliance with regard to the built environment, which in turn ensures 
safe work, entertainment, and living environments for citizens and workers in the City. 

Fire Investigations 

In the State of Michigan, Fire Chiefs have statutory responsibility for reporting the origin and cause 
of fires resulting in property loss or injury to the State Fire Marshal’s office. In the majority of fire 
incidents, the fire officer or incident commander determines the fire origin and cause; but in the 
case of larger property losses, severe fire casualties, or where the fire officer or commander is     
unable to determine the fire origin and cause, trained members of FPB may be requested to      
conduct an investigation as to the fire origin and cause.   

In 2011, up to four cross-trained Fire Inspectors provided fire investigation services in the City. A 
major accomplishment for all four individuals was certification by the National Association of Fire 
Investigators (NAFI) as Certified Fire and Explosion Investigators (CFEIs). Other professional    

accomplishments included successful completion of the International    
Association of Arson Investigators’ (IAAI) Expert Witness Testimony 
Course, as well as tested online coursework provided by the IAAI through 
CfiTrainer.net. The Fire Investigators are on schedule to complete the  
requirements necessary for certification as Certified Fire Investigator 
(CFI) provided by IAAI, as well. Fire investigation training hours for 2011 
totaled approximately 215 hours for these certifications. 

Fire Investigators are trained to apply a scientific methodology to fire 
origin and cause investigations. This methodology generally consists of 
gathering data and analyzing data, developing hypotheses as to the fire 
origin and cause, and testing those hypotheses to determine validity to 

reach a determination as to the origin and cause of the fire. The FPB investigated the fire origin 
and cause of more than 64 structure fires in 2011. Of these, the cause was determined to be      
incendiary (that is, intentional) in 16 fires. Accidental causes were identified in 32 fires. The cause 
could not be determined in 16 fires. Of the fires investigated it was determined that four were set 
by juveniles. In all, 272.5 personnel-hours were spent on-scene gathering data for fire                 
investigation in 2011. Data analysis, hypothesis development, and testing of hypotheses which 
(including reporting of investigation results) accounted for more than 762 hours in 2011. 

Unlike the previous year, which was free from fatalities, Fire Investigators became involved in fire 
origin and cause determination for fires resulting in five fire fatalities and a number of serious burn 
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injuries in 2011. The causes of the fatal fires were determined to be accidental in the case of four 
of the victims and undetermined in the case of one. 

The estimated property and contents loss due to fire in the cases 
investigated in 2011 were approximately $8,940,997.92 with the 
fire at Kindel Furniture Factory (100 Garden SE on 9 May 2011) 
accounting for $3,250,000, and three other fires with losses      
greater than a quarter million dollars each accounting for another 
$973,054. 

Fire Investigators provided investigation services for three      
surrounding municipalities in 2011, with the investigator’s time being reimbursed by the               
municipalities or insurance companies involved. The FPB continued to partner with diverse        
intra-city, neighboring municipal, state, and federal agency personnel when confronted with         

investigative cases of more than typical complexity or magnitude. 

They also coordinated and facilitated investigations involving fire 
investigators working on behalf of other interested parties, such 
as insurance companies, utilities providers, equipment and        
appliance manufacturers, and attorneys.  

When the cause of a fire has been determined as incendiary the 
Fire Investigators coordinate   criminal investigation of the case 
with GRPD detectives. In 2011, 

GRPD investigated 72 cases of arson in the City (not all of these 
were referred by GRFD), with one case remaining open and  
seven arrests resulting from the investigations.  

The person responsible for a string of arson fires set during 
2010, mostly in the Southeast of the City, who was arrested in 
October of 2010, underwent preliminary examination and trial by 
jury in 17

th
 Circuit Court on multiple counts of arson and 1

st
      

degree home invasion. Two Fire Investigators were qualified as 
expert witnesses during the trial and provided expert testimony 
for the prosecution. Pre-trial preparation and conferences with 
the Kent County Assistant Prosecuting Attorney took                
approximately 164 personnel hours, while courtroom activities 
consumed another 45 personnel hours. The suspect was found 
guilty and sentenced to 20–40 years in prison. 

 

 

Public Education 

The FPB was a major component of the 2011 Fire Rescue Expo 
held at the GRFD Headquarters. Through a coalition of local and 
national partners we were able to provide two live fire, side-by-
side burn demonstrations highlighting very different outcomes; 
one utilized the life and property saving power of residential 
sprinklers and the other showed the devastating destruction that 
occurs in a room without the benefits of a residential              
suppression system.  
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Building upon the success of our residential fire sprinkler 
demonstration, the FPB utilized that positive momentum 
to partner with Habitat for Humanity, Godwin Plumbing, 
the Burke Agency and the Home Fire Sprinkler Coalition 
to  install an approved NFPA 13D multipurpose residential 
sprinkler system into two of Habitat’s new homes.  

In a cooperative effort with the State Fire Marshal, Safe Kids Council of 
Helen DeVos Children’s Hospital and eight other community experts, 
we worked with the Grand Rapids Public Schools Coit Creative Arts         
Academy to bring a comprehensive injury prevention curriculum for their 
270 students. This program involved both in class and homework        
assignments designed to fit directly into the Michigan model for           
education and a parent letter to inform the children’s parents on how 
they can keep their family safe.  

Continuing our close relationship with area higher            
education providers, an opportunity arose to present at a 
class for the Hospitality and Tourism Management        
program at Grand Valley State University. Our experience 
in managing the fire safety and crowd control aspects of 

ArtPrize gave great real world examples to the HTM 323 Festival and Special Event Management 
course. The feedback was great and plans are to integrate this presentation into the future        
curriculum offerings.   

In an effort to align with the continuous improvement 
mindset for the FPB programs, personnel lobbied for 
and obtained one of seven pilot seminars in the nation 
for Vision 20/20. This program is designed to use        
performance measures and logic modeling to critically 
evaluate fire prevention programs and make targeted efforts count. We served as a training        
location for a five state region for this ground breaking fire service evaluation program.  

Special Events  

The FPB work closely with the City Clerk’s Office, the Development 
Center and Office of Special Events to help provide a safe experience 
for the ever increasing amount of visitors to the city’s   diverse lineup 
of outdoor special events and exhibits. This collaboration provides 
customer-friendly “one-stop” convenience to event promoters and  
exhibitors, allowing them to focus on what they do best – create an 
innovative experience for citizens and visitors alike. 

In late summer, in preparation for 
ArtPrize, the FPB delivered            
educational workshops to venue  
representatives in an effort to 
streamline the inspection process for 
the event. The educational effort, 
empowering each venue to properly 
prepare for the event, allowed       
inspectors to visit each of the 168 
venues in a time period of less than 
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five days – without    writing a single violation  
notice!  

The FPB also issued over 40 Open-flame and 
pyrotechnic  permits in 2011. Ranging from small 
theatrical displays to large commercial shows, 
inspections were conducted to protect audiences 
and ensure the safe handling of each show’s       
elements. Additionally, two ecological burns were 
conducted inside the city limits. Though         
conducted by a professional burn manager, the 
FPB assists in the planning of such operations to 
verify that it meets the requirements of the both 
the fire code and the city’s Open-Burning         
Ordinance.  

Emergency Management 

The year’s activities for 2011 continued to build from the successful full-scale exercise and training 
video conducted in 2010 at the City’s Water Filtration Plant in Grand Haven, Michigan. The final 
phase of the three year project was a functional tabletop exercise in the spring with regional water 
partners, various water customer agencies, healthcare agencies, and preparedness partners 
throughout West Michigan. These groups worked collaboratively to coordinate and test the          
recovery phase if such an incident were to actually happen.  

GRFD’s Deputy Chief Gary Szotko and Kent County’s Emergency Management Coordinator, Jack 
Stewart, had the opportunity to speak and present at national conferences about the collaboration 
and coordination of the full-scale exercise, the training video, and the partnerships that were        
created and expanded during this endeavor. The conferences attended were the Underwater      
Intervention, Video Ray Robotics, Michigan State Police Summit, and the American Water Works 
Association- Michigan Sector. The highlight though was the City of Grand Rapids Water System 
receiving the State award for Technical Research for the exercise and video production as a      
training resource. 

2011 also saw the beginning stages of transforming the emergency management function, not only 
within Grand Rapids, but in West Michigan.  As a part of the City’s transformational efforts, the Fire 
Department was tasked with establishing a new model for emergency preparedness.  Through the 
dedication of the emergency management professionals in West Michigan, and supportive local 
leaders and administrators, the new model for local emergency preparedness will be unveiled in 
early 2012. An even greater level of planning and coordination among the City and County       
partners, with reduced budgetary demands, will be the focus of this new model.  

The year ahead will hold many new initiatives and challenges for our All-Hazards emergency        
preparedness in Grand Rapids. We will continue to assess, evaluate, and develop our plans with 
our county partners of Kent, Ottawa, Ionia, and Muskegon, and also with our private sector       
partners, to reduce the impacts and effects of any disaster whether natural or man-made, large or 
small. 
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Operations - Deputy Chief Gerard Salatka 

Command - Training - Stations 

The Operations Division is comprised of a team of multi-talented firefighters that 
prepare for and respond to a wide variety of emergency response incidents. The 
Operations Division of the GRFD is an “All Hazards” asset for the Grand Rapids 
community and operates on a 24 hour shift schedule with the exception of the 
Deputy Chief of Operations. The GRFD serves 188,040 citizens in a metropolitan 
environment due to its population density of over 4,150 people per square mile.  
Daytime population can exceed 225,000 people encompassing the city limits,     
especially the downtown business districts. 

The fire department continued to work in collaboration with neighboring          
communities through the use of automatic aid agreements with the cities of Kentwood, Walker and 
Plainfield Township. In 2011 the GRFD expanded the automatic aid geographical area with     
Plainfield Township and have initiated discussions with the City of Kentwood and Cascade    
Township to more effectively respond to the Gerald R. Ford International Airport properties which 
lie within the City of Grand Rapids’ jurisdiction. It is expected that an automatic aid agreement for 
the airport will be reached between the three communities by the end of fiscal year 2012.  

PPA was introduced in 2011 as a technique that provides crews making interior fire attacks better 
visibility, reduced heat exposure and the ability to move swifter through a structure. CAFS have 
also been tested for future deployment on a QRV. It is expected that both the QRV’s and           
Compressed Air Foam will be implemented in 2012. 

The GRFD had 27,805 apparatus responses to 21,453 emergency incidents, with 648 fires being 
mitigated in 2011. There was a 9.26% increase in emergency incidents from 2010. Emergency 
medical responses accounted for 63.73% of all emergency responses. The department enjoyed a 
88.10% property saved rate, meaning that only 11.90% of property affected by fire was lost.     
Property losses totaled $8,940,997.92, but the property saved value totaled $66,188,953.72. There 
were 28 civilian and 56 firefighter injuries for the year, also five civilian fire deaths.  

The department was able to achieve its distribution goal of having the first unit on scene in 6.5 
minutes 87.1% of the time and its concentration goal of assembling a sufficient level of firefighters 
on the scene of a moderate risk structure fire in 10.5 minutes 87.94% of the time. These goals are 
necessary to reach an Effective Response Force to allow all the necessary critical tasking to be 
accomplished. The department strives to meet those stated goals 90% of the time.  

The men and women of the GRFD are a proud and dedicated workforce that has always met the 
challenges before them and will continue to meet the changing needs of the community through 
high quality training and exceptional performance at emergency incidents.   
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Battalion Chiefs 

The Battalion Chiefs are the highest-ranking officers assigned 
to the 24-hour shift. There are currently six Battalion Chiefs, 
staffing two response districts. The South Battalion covers        
everything south of Fulton Street and east of the Grand River. 
They work out of Franklin Fire Station. The North Battalion    
covers everything north of Fulton Street, as well as west of the 

Grand River south to the City Limits. This Battalion Chief operates out of Monroe Ave Station. The       
Battalion Chiefs are responsible for a wide variety of activities in the GRFD including functioning as 
incident commanders, special event coordinators, program managers and the vital link between 
fire administration and fire suppression.  

Acting as Incident commanders, the Battalion Chiefs respond to most multi-company responses in 
their district and assume incident command. On large scale incidents both Battalion Chiefs may 
respond and work as division supervisors, branch directors or incident safety officers as needed. 
Some examples of multi-alarm fires where many chief level officers operated together were the 
Kindel Furniture Factory Fire in May and a Church Fire on Broadway Ave in June.  

 

 

 

2011 Major Incidents 

Kindel Fire 

Alpine Avenue Gas Explosion 

Broadway Avenue Church Fire 

Mayfield Northeast structure fire -

Multiple Fatalities 

Oak Park Drive Apartment Fire 

Extrication Turned River Rescue at Ann 

Street and the Grand River 

Assisted Grand Rapids Township,    

Kentwood and Walker Fire Departments 

on working structure fires 

2011 Activities 

Special Events Management (Fireworks, 

etc.) 

16 Post Incident Analysis’ Conducted 

595 After the Fire Packet Distributed for 15 

fires  

Researched, tested and acquired Piercing 

Nozzles for the three Rescues.  

Coordinated numerous building               

familiarization tours for company personnel 

Conducted battalion training 
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North Battalion - Battalion Chief Bart Perry 

Emergency Medical Services 

One of the core missions is to provide comprehensive emergency medical care to 
our visitors and citizens. Responding to 13,674 requests for medical service in 
2011, our department is licensed with the State of Michigan as a Medical First   
Responder Agency with 26 apparatus and 216 medically licensed providers.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The GRFD also enjoys both State of Michigan certification as an approved 
responder and continuing education training site, it is also an American 
Heart Association CPR/ AED Training facility. These certifications allow our       
department to provide required emergency medical training to our members 
while on duty, helping to maintain each responder’s licensure with the State 
without the budget impact of overtime. In addition to our department       
provided training, we continue to contract with Rapid CE, an on-line training 
service, providing State of Michigan approved continuing education credits, 
again while on duty and in district. 

 

Critical Incident Stress Management 

Critical Incident Stress Management or 
CISM is a formal, professionally recognized 
process for helping first responders of all 
professions who are exposed to traumatic 
events. CISM is frequently referred to as 
“psychological first aid”. This confidential 
process in the GRFD is facilitated through a 
peer support group of 11 volunteers trained 
to deliver pre-crisis education and        

awareness and post event defusing for our members. Through voluntary intervention, members 
are encouraged to share their traumatic experiences with their peers, venting emotions and        
exploring ways for those affected to mitigate the personal impact of critical incidents. Although, 
full team “defusing” was rare in 2011, many members were counseled on an individual basis, 
providing individual follow-ups and professional referrals when necessary. 

2011 Medical Licensure Levels 

11 Instructor Coordinators 

16 Paramedics 

33 EMT’s 

167 Medical First Responders 

2011 EMS Training Statistics 

95 Training Sessions Delivered 

981 Credit Hours Earned 

216 Personnel Recertified in CPR/AED 

100% Compliance with AHA Audit 
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North Battalion - Battalion Chief Frank Verburg 

Grants 

Even though the City is starting to see some positive indicators of a turnaround 
with concern to the continuing economic concerns plaguing the Country and our 
State, the GRFD is still struggling to provide adequate capital funding to replace 
much needed facilities and equipment. Grants have truly been a lifeline over the 
past several years and we have been quite successful thanks to the many people 
involved in the research, data analysis, writing and oversight of these projects.  

During 2011 we experienced the following grant activity: 

A second SAFER grant that allowed hiring of an additional 13 firefighters which has positively 

impacted our response time goals 

Closeout of a 2010 AFG grant that allowed for installation of apparatus exhaust emission       

systems 

Fireman’s Fund Grant  that purchased a new Zodiac brand river rescue boat 

A Michigan Municipal Risk Management Association 

(MMRMA) grant that assisted with  the Utility-2 (highway 

safety vehicle) program  and  completion of our NFPA   

compliant chevron installation on the rear of our apparatus 

Submittal of a $2.5 million AFG regional grant for radio               

interoperability  

North Battalion - Battalion Chief Ron Tennant 

Safety Committee  

The safety committee is comprised of both Fire Chief appointed officers, Local IAFF 
366 members and a member at large. The goal is to ensure the safety of our       
firefighters and the citizens they protect by investigation of accidents, researching 
new products and providing recommendations to mitigate safety concerns. This 
year a new member joined the team, the City’s risk manager attended several 
meetings and we worked closely with the Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) 
program manager.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2011 Activities 

Utility-2 response/roadway safety policy 

Updated injury review process 

Updated line of duty death policy 

Establishment of SharePoint Safety Page 

Assessment, testing and implementation                   

of hydrogen cyanide and hydrogen sulfide 

 monitors  

2011 Statistics 

9 Committee Meetings 

15 Accidents Reviewed 

59 Injuries reported and reviewed 

5 Official recommendations submitted 
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Mask Repair  

2011 saw many changes for the mask repair program including a change of personnel tasks and 
assignments. The program reduced its workgroup size to 5 from 19 personnel, enabling easier 
oversight and quality assurance management. Plans are underway to bring SCOTT in house to 
conduct another mask repair training program and bring a small number of individuals into the      
program with a goal of having approximately ten highly trained, proficient and dedicated             
employees assigned to mask repair.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

2011 Highlights  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Awards Committee 

 

The GRFD Awards Committee is comprised of a seven person voluntary   
committee. In 2011, the GRFD awarded just over 75 award badges and     
certificates recognizing various acts of achievement. An Awards Ceremony 
was held on October 28, 2011 at the John F. Donnelly Conference Center on 
the campus of Aquinas College, which also honored Lt. Lee Finlayson as   
Firefighter of the year.  

Also, notable Nicholas Fedewa was awarded the Medal of Merit for a daring 
water/rope rescue and Deputy Chief Gary Szotko was awarded the first ever 
GRFD Achievement Medal for his selection as Emergency Manager of the 
Year. Medals of Merit were also awarded for outstanding administrative,   
planning and grant funding initiatives. 

Also recognized were several Medical Service Awards and Unit Citations to companies and       
individuals providing outstanding care and other emergency service to the citizens.  

 

First Annual all Mask Repair personnel Planning and 

Training meeting 

Fit Testing of GRFD Members completed 

Required Flow Testing 100% completed 

Required Hydro Testing for oxygen and air cylinders 

General Repairs, Maintenance and 

several upgrades 

11 Meetings with Program          

Managers and Supervisors 

Instituted monthly reporting           

requirements  
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South Battalion - Battalion Chief Dan Caillouet 

Special Operations  

RRTN/Hazardous Materials 

The RRTN underwent many changes during 2011, with a new organizational 
structure implemented and job functions reassigned. We worked closely with other 
RRTN teams and the State of Michigan to secure grant money that enabled us to 
send many members to various Department of Homeland Security trainings in the 

Chemical, Biological, Radiological, Nuclear and Enhanced Conventional Weapons arena. A new 
program manager was instated and committed to a renewed focus on Friday trainings.  

 

Water Rescue 

The water rescue program took delivery of 
a new Zodiac boat equipped with a 40 
horsepower jet motor to compliment the 
two boat rescue system currently employed 
on the Grand River. Training this fall        
focused on this two boat concept and     
operation around the dam.  

 

Machine Rescue 

Two personnel were sent to receive initial training for Machine/
Industrial extrication, so that GRFD may form an internal     
training program and add that discipline to the many technical 
rescue services that it provides to the City. There are many   
industrial factories in our area presenting a risk to not only the 
employees of those companies, but our first responders as well. 
Work will continue throughout 2012 to make this a formal       
response with specialized training and equipment.  

  

Vehicle Extrication 

The Rescues conducted many extrication training scenarios to help reinforce core areas and     
discuss implementation of new techniques.  

 

Promotional System 

Work began in the summer of 2011 to revise and streamline the evaluation 
process for the next promotional exam for the Captains and Lieutenants test. 
The assessment center was held in September with participation from all    
Battalion Chiefs who served as panel evaluators. The end result was a ranked, 
merit-based list and associated performance scores that was delivered to the 
Fire Chief for final approval.  
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South Battalion - Battalion Chief Margaret Felix 

National Fire Incident Reporting System (NFIRS)  

Due to the increase in call volume for 2011, the oversight and quality assurance 
responsibilities increased by approximately 9.26% to handle the extra reports      
needed to remain NFIRS compliant. We had several acting officers certified this 
past year, raising the amount of personnel authorized to     
enter reports to 59 promoted officers and 56 acting officers. 
Given the importance of data and the value we as a          

department place upon the ability to analyze and focus our prevention and 
mitigation efforts, all officers take pride in the accuracy and completeness of 
their reports. This has been assisted by the Captain level oversight and    
reports built into our record management system. In 2011, we had a return 
rate of .003%, which is extremely low and most errors were minor keystroke 
issues that are easily corrected. For the past several years we have focused on increasing our 
quality in various areas of the report, with the current theme of origin of fire, heat source and item 
first ignited. Fire prevention has been able to utilize this information to start working on a          
community risk reduction plan.  

 

Firehouse Record Management System (RMS)  

 

In 2011 we purchased a new RMS to coincide with the implementation of our new Computer Aided 
Dispatch system. The increased functionality to capture incident milestones was a major reason 
we decided to pursue the Firehouse software. For the first time in the history of the GRFD, we are 
working towards a centralized records system to incorporate all facets of the department  including 
fire prevention records, occupancy modules, training records, activities, inspections, ems and fire 
reports as well as scheduled maintenance and records. This work was instrumental in the          
successful ISO visit and has been assisted by 17 shift trainers which have completed 74 classes 
and 1794 hours of delivered material. 2012 will see our CAD system “go live”, which will require 
close oversight to ensure it is functioning correctly as well as the remaining modules needed to be 
provisioned.  

Firematch 

 

In 2011, ten children were identified as playing with fire or suspected as the primary cause of a fire.  
Contact with these families resulted in five children being interviewed for fire setting behavior and 
referral to Match Tip. A new program offered group settings for fire education 
and associated coping mechanisms to deal with the stress linked to this type of 
behavior. Spectrum Hospital is still managing the toll free phone number that 
parents can call and receive information on the program or speak with a trained 
screener. GRFD participates in this region wide program and assisted with   
several hours of fire education and support.  
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South Battalion - Battalion Chief Dan Stoddard 

Many of the duties previously held have been delegated to other program         
managers, freeing up a considerable amount of time to devote more resources to 
dispatch liaison duties. The fire hose program has been taken over by Firefighter 
Kevin Fox, who played a major part in updating and tracking records down for the 
ISO visit. Fire Hydrants have been handed to Captain Dave Lanting who has 
worked closely with the water department to ensure out of service hydrant           
reporting remains both accurate, timely and effective. Airport liaison duties were 

assumed by Captain Tim Szotko  who arranged for meetings to discuss emergency operations 
with the ARFF crews and updated the airport response plan. Due to his work and the ISO visit, we 
realized we needed to increase our automatic aid agreements at this facility which should be   
completed in early 2012. Dispatch proves to be eventful in the coming year with a new CAD      
system, pending radio interoperability grant and training of new employees. 

 

 

Training Division - Training Chief Kevin Sehlmeyer 

& Captain Dennis Haisma 

 

 

 

 

 

GRFD Training 

2011 saw many unique training opportunities present themselves for the GRFD. Training Chief 
Sehlmeyer and Training Captain Haisma coordinated the training for the entire department and  
regional training center, often receiving assistance from talented and dedicated internal instructors. 
With many groups training simultaneously in the training center, specialty trainings were once 
again conducted on an assigned weekly basis. Confined Space Rescue and Ropes were on   
Tuesday morning, Water rescue on Wednesday afternoon and Hazmat on Friday afternoon.  

In January, the annual operations review was delivered via our 
internal cable system (Fire TV) which emphasized incident    
priorities and conducting a risk benefit analysis based on the 
type of call and resources available to mitigate. January also 
saw  completion of a large area search drill and rapid             
intervention crew training in an acquired commercial building 
located at 350 Michigan Northeast each fire company as well 
as crews from Kentwood Fire Department participated in       
numerous hands-on training evolutions.  

The training division staff worked closely with the Human      
Resources office to conduct a written firefighter entrance exam 
in late January and coordinated the physical agility test for 50 firefighter candidates over a three 
day period in mid February. This list of applicants was used for the recruit class which began in  
August.  

As part of the GRFD Regional Training Center (RTC) curriculum, the GRFD hosted an 80-hour 
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NFPA Fire Inspector 1 class with students 
attending from across the State of      
Michigan from February 14

th
 to the 25

th
, in 

addition to several of our own members 
taking advantage of this course offering.                                            

On March 1, the 3rd RTC Fire Academy 
started with an enrollment of six students. 
The academy met four days per week,     
Tuesday through Friday until May 27 
where all participants passed the         
Firefighter I & II written and practical exams .  

Towards the end of winter the Training Division     
became involved in some transformational research 
and development with the SPO. The discussion   
centered around two technologies that needed to be 
evaluated for use in the GRFD; PPA and CAFS 
which needed extensive testing to assess their     
feasibility for the organization. Captain Haisma      
attended the International Class-A Foam and CAFS 
academy in Glendale, AZ and gave a full briefing to 
command staff upon his return. Previously, Chief 
Sehlmeyer attended a PPA class by Kriss Garcia 
from the Salt Lake City fire department where the 

tactic is utilized extensively. It was decided the only way to move forward was to conduct our own 
live fire tests, but there was one caveat; the GRFD does not have a burn facility, nor is their one 
within close proximity to the city.  

In late March, a live fire training site on Butterworth Street located on the Southwest part of town 
was identified just west of the city limits in the city of Walker. The training division worked with the 
Walker Deputy Fire Director and Walker Planning Commission to obtain approval to construct a       
temporary burn facility. This 900 square foot structure took approximately 120 hours to erect and 
utilized many GRFD firefighters.  

In April, the GRFD took delivery of a new driving simulator 
trailer that was funded by an Assistance to Firefighters 
Grant (AFG) with matching funds provided by the Michigan 
Municipal Risk Management Association (MMRMA). This 
tool will allow emergency response training while utilizing 
the safety of a simulation. In December, Lt. Jack Johnson 

changed to a 40-
hour schedule 
and oversaw the 
delivery of hands 
on training to the 
entire department with the assistance of 15 GRFD 
trained instructors.  

During the second and third week of May, the Grand 
Rapids Bureau of ATF, GRFD command staff and Local 
366 President and Vice President participated in live fire 
training to evaluate PPA and CAFS. The CAFS       
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equipment was supplied by Waterous Pump company and our neighbors, the Alpine Township fire 
department. The SPO and several fire prevention personnel also assisted with the data recording 
via thermocouples,  photographs and video recording of the event.   

Later in May, the RTC Fire Academy students and 
six students from Lake Superior State University 
also participated in live fire PPA training. In June 
the entire executive board of Local 366              
participated in live fire evaluation of PPA and by 
August, Walker and Alpine Township Fire          
Departments had also experienced this fire            
suppression tactic. Based on the feedback         
received and fire conditions observed while using 
a high-volume blower, it was 
decided to pursue this tactic 

for the entire organization. Specifications were written for  acquiring 17 high-
volume, 21 inch blowers that were placed on every front line  apparatus. For 
the first time in the history of the organization, the entire GRFD was able to         
participate in live fire training and received 3.5 hours of instruction; functioning 
as the ignition group, attack team and pump operator/rapid intervention crew. 
Department wide training was  completed in October and a final demonstration 
was conducted for area city leaders and fire chiefs to experience PPA and 
CAFS as well.  

Running concurrently with the department wide PPA training was the GRFD 2011 recruit class. It 
started on August 15, with 13 firefighters who participated in a six week/240 hour advanced        
firefighting training program as they were already certified firefighters when hired into the               
department. Part of their year long probation is to send a daily log of training, emergency            
responses and other activities to the training division staff for review. They are also responsible for 
passing the GRFD physical agility test on a quarterly basis to successfully complete their probation 
period.  
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Repeat Calls 

Address Incident Count 

322  FRONT AVE SW 44 

100  MICHIGAN ST NE 37 

410  PEARL ST NW 36 

704  STOCKING AVE NW 35 

640  BRIDGE ST NW 26 

555  7TH ST NW 26 

648  BRIDGE ST NW 24 

 BRIDGE ST NW / LEXINGTON AV NW 24 

500  BRIDGE ST NW 24 

761  BRIDGE ST NW 20 
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Burton Street Fire Station 
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Repeat Calls 

Address Incident Count 

2305  BURTON ST SE 100 

1919  BOSTON ST SE 48 

2377  CHARRING CROSS DR SE 40 

3201  BURTON ST SE 35 

2260  RAYBROOK AVE SE 33 

3588  GREENVIEW CT SE 32 

3790  CAMELOT DR SE 29 

2320 E BELTLINE AVE SE 26 

2301  VALLEYWOOD DR SE 24 

3824  CAMELOT DR SE 24 
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Chester Street Fire Station 
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Repeat Calls 

Address Incident Count 

801  CHERRY ST SE 118 

200  EASTERN AVE SE 17 

1551  FRANKLIN ST SE 16 

961  EASTERN AVE SE 15 

1705  ELDERBERRY LN SE 13 

225  HENRY AVE SE 12 

37  WOODWARD LN SE 12 

538  HENRY AVE SE 10 

1471  GRACE ST SE 10 

324  HOLLISTER AVE SE 10 
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Covell Avenue Fire Station 
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Repeat Calls 

Address Incident Count 

1305  WALKER AVE NW 317 

2510  LAKE MICHIGAN DR NW 129 

1925  BRIDGE ST NW 124 

3121  LAKE MICHIGAN DR NW 76 

1425  BRIDGE ST NW 71 

510  CLOVER RIDGE AVE NW 54 

1400  MORGAN ST NW 38 

450  MARSH RIDGE DR NW 21 

1525  MT MERCY DR NW 18 

1511  BRIDGE ST NW 18 
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Division Avenue Fire Station 
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Repeat Calls 

Address Incident Count 

110  HALL ST SE 22 

456  BURTON ST SW 16 

2133  BUCHANAN AVE SW 12 

703  SHAMROCK ST SW 10 

310  28TH ST SE 10 

07  KIRTLAND ST SW 9 

1605  FRANCIS AVE SE 9 

1226  MADISON AVE SE 9 

S DIVISION AVE / GRIGGS ST SE 8 

19  LABELLE ST SE 8 
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Franklin Street Fire Station 
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Repeat Calls 

Address Incident Count 

10  DELAWARE ST SW 31 

844  SHEFFIELD ST SW 27 

S DIVISION AVE / FRANKLIN ST SE 22 

1024  IONIA AVE SW 20 

1019  JEFFERSON AVE SE 20 

118  FRANKLIN ST SW 17 

1001  LAFAYETTE AVE SE 15 

736  MADISON AVE SE 13 

121  FRANKLIN ST SE 12 

539  LAGRAVE AVE SE 10 
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Kalamazoo Avenue Fire Station 
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Repeat Calls 

Address Incident Count 

1440  FULLER AVE SE 220 

2619  KALAMAZOO AVE SE 121 

1921  KALAMAZOO AVE SE 68 

2000  32ND ST SE 61 

2868  MARSHALL AVE SE 47 

2906  MARSHALL AVE SE 47 

900  PASTICHE DR SE 38 

4238  EASTCASTLE CT SE 35 

3781  GIDDINGS AVE SE 31 

4226 S CASTLE RIDGE DR SE 31 
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LaGrave Avenue Fire Station 
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Repeat Calls 

Address Incident Count 

50  RANSOM AVE NE 158 

225  COMMERCE AVE SW 155 

72  SHELDON AVE SE 106 

250  GRANDVILLE AVE SW 72 

55  IONIA AVE NW 59 

21  WESTON ST SW 53 

50  WESTON ST SW 48 

 CHERRY ST SE / S DIVISION AV 47 

413  CHERRY ST SE 37 

301  IONIA AVE SW 36 
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Leonard Street Fire Station 
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Repeat Calls 

Address Incident Count 

1450  LEONARD ST NE 81 

2106  LEONARD ST NE 81 

1815  BRADFORD ST NE 69 

1487  BURKE AVE NE 51 

1150 NE PLYMOUTH AVE NE 51 

1881  PLUM HOLLOW LN NE 46 

922  PERKINS AVE NE 45 

1230  EKHART ST NE 43 

2110  LEONARD ST NE 41 

750  FULLER AVE NE 35 
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Monroe Avenue Fire Station 
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Repeat Calls 

Address Incident Count 

1057  DAVIS AVE NW 43 

230  CRESTON PZ  NE 39 

145  MICHIGAN ST NE 35 

1047  COLLEGE AVE NE 29 

385  LEONARD ST NE 24 

400  LEONARD ST NW 18 

419  CARRIER ST NE 18 

106  CALEDONIA ST NE 16 

407  11TH ST NW 15 

1720  MONROE AVE NW 15 
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Plainfield Avenue Fire Station 
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Repeat Calls 

Address Incident Count 

3000  MONROE AVE NE 31 

3472  NORTHLAKE DR NE 20 

1720  PLAINFIELD AVE NE 16 

3115  PLAINFIELD AVE NE 16 

2851  CENTRAL PARK WY  NE 13 

3019  COIT AVE NE 11 

3221  PLAINFIELD AVE NE 10 

3100  PLAZA DR NE 9 

 FULLER AVE NE / KNAPP ST NE 8 

 KNAPP ST NE / PLAINFIELD AV NE 6 
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Statistics - Emergency Incident Count 

 

The GRFD has been trending the total incidents upward for the last several years, with 2011 being no exception. 

The department saw a 9.26% increase in emergency incidents this past year. This directly correlated to a marked 

increase in incidents per day, jumping to almost 59 for a 24-hour period. Since 2005 this increased activity has   

resulted in over a 14% increase in daily demand, adding over seven incidents per day! 
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With the conditional formatting in the above chart, it 

readily depicts which incident types have increased 

over the last several years, and which have been  

declining. Although 2009 was a low year for our 

agency, the trending continued upward in 2010 and 

now 2011.  

The single biggest numeric increase was in EMS 

runs, which added 1,071 incidents over last year’s 

numbers, which equals an 8.49% increase. The   

largest percent increase was in the overpressure/

rupture category which saw a 19.44% rise, but is            

calculated on a small data sample as compared with 

many of the other incident types.  

Although EMS runs account for just over 63% of the 

emergency incidents in the city, they account for 

43.70% of the time spent on emergency scenes by the 

first responders. Fires may only account for just over 

3% of our incidents, but require almost 30% of our on 

scene time, highlighting the severity of a fire and the 

associated resources required to mitigate. 
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Major Incident Type Breakdown 

Since 2005, the GRFD has   

experienced a 27.67% decrease 

in the amount of fires occurring, 

due in large part to the adopted 

fire code and prevention efforts. 

However, the GRFD is still    

experiencing fire deaths and 

major fire loss on a regular   

basis, proving that the number 

of fires is but one measure to 

consider, in addition to the    

severity. 

Structure fire incidents are   

decreasing, but not as rapid as 

the overall fire count which   

includes all types of fires. The 

GRFD has seen a positive 

trend, especially since the    

recent high experienced in 

2007, but a fire still negatively 

affects a homeowner or      

business  once a day in our city. 

Emergency Medical Service 

incidents account for the       

majority of incidents for the 

GRFD at 63.7%, but when   

compared to the national      

average, it is lower than many 

peer cities that experience 80%-

90% EMS runs. 
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Apparatus Responses 

The lower amount of apparatus 

responses  played a major role 

in stabilization of our response 

time goals, as several of our 

core fire stations experience 

high levels of simultaneous 

emergency incidents. This    

action has increased their           

availability for response to    

additional incidents. 

The GRFD saw an 11.06%   

i n c r e a s e  i n  a p p a r a t u s           

responses, which closely aligns 

with the percent increase in  

incidents. This downward trend-

line is directly attributed to a risk 

based response which has   

reduced the number of          

apparatus sent to many high       

frequency low risk events. 

The reduction in apparatus   

responses coupled with an         

increase in incidents has greatly 

decreased the gap between      

emergency incidents and 

a m o u n t  o f  r e s o u r c e s             

responding. There will always 

be a need for multiple           

responses to serious incidents, 

and this ensures our ability to 

respond. 
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Distribution  

Goal = 911 call to unit arrival to scene in 6.5 minutes 90% of the time! 

Concentration  
Goal = 911 call to effective response force to scene in 10.5 minutes 90% of the time! 
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Personnel in 10.5 Minutes

Station 2011 Incidents Distribution Compliance 

Admin/Other 16 N/A 

Bridge 2,515 91.2% 

Burton 1,137 83.0% 

Chester 1,578 87.1% 

Covell 1,548 83.7% 

Division 1,608 90.8% 

Franklin 1,972 88.9% 

Kalamazoo 2,738 79.3% 

LaGrave 3,746 94.6% 

Leonard 1,910 82.7% 

Monroe 1,720 88.8% 

Plainfield 965 80.6% 

Total  21,453 87.1% 

Station 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 

Bridge 93.6% 91.1% 89.8% 87.9% 88.7% 89.0% 91.2% 

Burton 87.0% 82.7% 84.6% 77.8% 82.2% 81.6% 83.0% 

Chester 91.5% 92.8% 91.8% 89.5% 89.3% 88.7% 87.1% 

Covell 88.7% 84.8% 87.6% 85.4% 86.8% 89.4% 83.7% 

Division 90.9% 90.7% 87.7% 87.9% 88.2% 90.6% 90.8% 

Franklin 91.4% 90.3% 88.7% 89.8% 85.9% 88.3% 88.9% 

Kalamazoo 79.6% 80.5% 75.9% 75.7% 75.1% 76.9% 79.3% 

LaGrave 94.2% 92.1% 93.6% 91.7% 94.4% 94.4% 94.6% 

Leonard 90.0% 86.1% 84.4% 81.7% 84.2% 83.0% 82.7% 

Monroe 90.9% 89.9% 87.5% 86.3% 86.2% 89.5% 88.8% 

Plainfield 90.5% 90.7% 87.7% 85.0% 85.7% 85.5% 80.6% 

Average 89.8% 88.3% 87.2% 85.3% 86.1% 87.6% 87.1% 
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Simultaneous 

As in years past, there are multiple 

calls occurring in the city just over 

half of the time. When looking at our 

large resource dependent calls such 

as structure fires, one must look  

beyond the once a day average, as 

there are multiple fires occurring on 

some days and the chart to the left 

shows it happens at the same time 

as well. 

Simultaneous incidents have increased for many districts, especially in the core area of the City. We are monitoring 

these trends at Bridge, Division, Franklin, Kalamazoo and LaGrave Stations. Many benefit from having two apparatus         

stationed in quarters when staffing levels allow. 
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 Temporal Analysis  

 

Temporal analysis provides an idea of when incidents 

occur by hour of the day and day of the week. In the 

future this method will be further utilized for specific 

incident types in single station districts as the GRFD 

moves towards predictive analysis. 
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Population Density—Risk Assessment 
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The above fire occurred on 15 May on the 700 Block of 

Butterworth Southwest. The map to the left depicts a  

visual of where the fires occur. Hot spot mapping looks 

at the immediate surrounding area and shows a color      

difference based on the ratio of incidents  to distance.   

The below picture was taken after live-fire training at 

the GRFD temporary burn structure. The map to the 

right portrays a vivid idea of where fires occur by      

utilizing a quarter mile grid system. This analysis allows  

comparison of a geographic area, such as the City, and 

truly determine where fires are most dense in quantity. 
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The above picture is one example of the many civilian 

saves by the GRFD, which was taken at the 2011 

GRFD Awards Ceremony. The map to the right      

illustrates the hot spots for medical emergencies, 

which increased by 1,071 incidents in the last        

calendar year.    

The below picture is an example of the numerous   

vehicle extrications which are performed by the GRFD. 

The map to the left depicts the EMS density by quantity 

within a quarter mile grid, to truly reflect where the   

busiest parts of the City are.  



For Further Information On This Annual Report, Please Contact Us! 

Grand Rapids Fire Department 

Strategic Planning Office 

616-456-3900 

www.grcity.us/fire 


